NH Route 120 Summary of Bicycle/Pedestrian Improvement Alternatives
WORKING DRAFT #3‐ April 2012
Introduction
In October 2009, Hanover resident Doug Deaett convened a well‐attended bicycle tour of
Hanover and Lebanon. The purpose of the tour, in part, was to raise awareness about
bicycle/pedestrian opportunities in the Upper Valley, particularly on the NH Route 120 Corridor.
During the tour, participants engaged in an open discussion about how to identify and
implement bicycle and pedestrian improvements in the NH Route 120 Corridor. An ad‐hoc
planning process was proposed that would accomplish the following:


Identify and prioritize existing and potential bicycle and pedestrian connections within
the NH Route 120 Corridor, notwithstanding municipal boundaries;



Bring affected interest groups, staff, elected and appointed officials from both
communities together to cooperatively oversee the development of a plan for joint
consideration and implementation by the Town of Hanover and City of Lebanon.

Following the October 2009 bicycle tour, it was suggested that staff from the Upper Valley Lake
Sunapee Regional Planning Commission facilitate the ad‐hoc, inter‐municipal planning process.
Since the fall of 2009, the “NH Route 120 Bicycle Pedestrian Working Group” has been meeting
regularly, and has made much progress, including: 1) Identifying existing and potential bicycle
and pedestrian connections within the NH Route 120 Corridor; 2) Identifying improvement
alternatives for the identified connections; 3) Developing and reaching consensus on a process
to prioritize the improvement alternatives; 4) Screening each improvement alternative and
reaching consensus on a set of (proposed) inter‐municipal priorities.
This report provides documentation of the NH Route 120 Bicycle/Pedestrian Working Group’s
efforts over the past two years. This report was written by members of the NH Route 120
Bicycle/Pedestrian Working Group and is submitted for the consideration of the general public
and affected Boards and Committees within the Town of Hanover and City of Lebanon.

Participants on the NH Route 120 Bicycle/Pedestrian Working Group
The following individuals participated on the NH Route 120 Bicycle/Pedestrian Working Group.
Their time, knowledge, and spirit of collegiality are sincerely appreciated.
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Name
Suellen Balestra
Ruth Bleyler
David Brooks
Paul Coats
Kate Connolly
Nicole Cormen
Doug Deaett
Jonathan Edwards
Alan Hanscom
Cindy Heath
Peter Helm
Russell Hirschler
Judy MacNab
Jeanie McIntyre
Hugh Mellert
Nathan Miller
Adair Mulligan
Colin Smith
John Taylor

Affiliation
City of Lebanon, Conservation Commission
Town of Hanover, Conservation Commission
City of Lebanon, Senior Planner
City of Lebanon, Director of Recreation and Parks
Town of Hanover, Board of Selectmen and Planning Board
City of Lebanon, City Council and Planning Board
Town of Hanover, Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee
Town of Hanover, Director of Planning and Zoning
NH Department of Transportation, District II Engineer
City of Lebanon, Director of Recreation and Parks (former)
Upper Valley Land Trust
Upper Valley Trails Alliance
City of Lebanon, Conservation Commission
Upper Valley Land Trust
Town of Hanover, Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (Facilitator)
Hanover Conservation Council
City of Lebanon, Pedestrian and Bicycle Advisory Committee
Upper Valley Trails Alliance

Identification of Bicycle/Pedestrian Connections
As shown on the following map (NH Route 120 Corridor‐ Existing and Potential
Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridors) the Working Group identified 22 existing and potential bicycle and
pedestrian connections within the NH Route 120 Corridor. Recognizing the location of large
employment centers, and the location of sensitive lands, the Working Group classified the 22
identified connections into three categories:




Commuter‐oriented bicycle and pedestrian connections (7 total, shown in red);
Recreation‐oriented bicycle/pedestrian connections (12 total, shown in green);
Connections that could serve commuter and/or recreational purposes (3 total, shown in
orange)

The Working Group has chosen to focus their initial efforts on prioritizing the connections that
could serve the NH Route 120 Corridor’s commuting needs (the 10 connections shown in red
and orange on the map). The Working Group has not addressed or prioritized the 12 recreation‐
oriented connections shown on the map, although it is envisioned that such connections would
be low‐impact (e.g. minimal‐width, unpaved walking paths).
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Prioritization Process
Upon the identification of existing and potential bicycle and pedestrian connections in the NH
Route 120 Corridor, the Working Group developed and reached consensus on a framework for
evaluating and prioritizing improvements to those connections.
A 14‐point evaluation framework was developed that included criteria in four broad categories:
1) Connectivity; 2) Safety; 3) Planning Considerations; and 4) Implementation as detailed below.
Connectivity
 Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or pedestrian access to major
employers, retail businesses, schools, community facilities, public services, or recreation
destinations?
 Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or pedestrian access to students,
elderly, disabled, or low‐income residents?
 Would the alternative formalize a bicycle or pedestrian connection that is already used
informally by the community?
 Would the alternative fill an identified "gap" in the existing bicycle or pedestrian
infrastructure network?
 Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or pedestrian access to local public
transit?
Safety
 Would the alternative improve a known safety issue?
 Would the alternative separate bicycle or pedestrian traffic from roads with high traffic
volumes?
Planning Considerations
 Is the alternative already identified in an adopted municipal master plan or
bicycle/pedestrian plan?
 Can the alternative be implemented in conjunction with an existing infrastructure
project?
Implementation
 Is sufficient right‐of‐way (ROW) available to construct the alternative?
 Could the alternative be implemented with minimal environmental disturbance?
 Would the alternative minimize impacts to historical or cultural resources?
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Is the alternative supported by community officials and the general public in the City of
Lebanon or Town of Hanover?
Is the cost of the alternative reasonable, given realistic funding availability through a
local Capital Improvement Program (CIP), Transportation Enhancement (TE) grant, or
other funding source?

Each bicycle/pedestrian connection was screened according to the 14 criteria listed above.
Members of the working group discussed each question in detail for each alternative, and
assigned a score of 1 (if improving the connection would do a very poor job of meeting the
criterion) to 5 (if improving the connection would do an excellent job of meeting the criterion).
Detailed screening results for each of the bicycle/pedestrian connections can be found at the
end of this report.
Improvement Priorities
Improvement Priority #1 (shown as Connection #5 on the map)
Summary written by Pete Helm
Overview
This route is designed to provide a safe bicycle/pedestrian commuter connection between the
intersection of NH Route 120 and Etna Road, up the hill along Route 120 and accessing the
numerous stores and businesses at Centerra Park, and to a safe crossing for access to DHMC. In
addition, the route will connect planned development along this corridor with the stores,
potentially minimizing the need for additional vehicles on an already busy road. This
alternative would likely focus on shoulder improvements with some form of traffic separation,
with the possibility of a separated pathway in sections if adequate right‐of‐way exists or could
be obtained.
Pros
NH Route 120 currently exists, it has generally wide shoulders, and it has a large ROW, all of
which are conducive to providing a safe route. Some bike/ped commuters from Lebanon,
Plainfield, Canaan and Enfield already use this corridor to access DHMC and the businesses at
Centerra. By some, it is considered a possibly safer alternative to Mount Support Road which
has very narrow shoulders, high volumes of cars (trying to bypass traffic on NH Route 120), and
rough road surfaces. This route would provide the most direct route for bike/ped commuters to
one of the larger (and growing) employment centers in the area. The value of planning and
construction now only increase the value of this route as the area develops further. Since this
alternative is along an existing road with existing drainage improvements, environmental
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impacts would be minimized. It is most notable for its moderate grades and ability to separate
commuters from high traffic volumes, along with the likelihood that the project could be
funded/constructed within an existing infrastructure project. The route is supported in
municipal plans by the City of Lebanon.
Cons
The NH Route 120 Corridor is not yet built out and traffic volumes are likely to increase. If a
path with inadequate separation from the traffic volume and high speed vehicles is built, it may
not be seen as a safe alternative for many bike/ped commuters. The route will likely continue
to be somewhat close to the road which will mean the aesthetic pleasure of the bike/ped
commute will not be as high as some other less direct alternatives.

Conclusion
The NH Route 120 Connector between Etna Road and Centerra Park ranks 1st out of the 10
bike/ped commuter corridors evaluated by the Working Group. It scored well because the
potential corridor is largely in place thereby reducing costs, it provides a direct functional route
to a large regional employment center, the environmental constraints of construction make it
more feasible than other alternatives, and it is more likely to be developed (and increase in
both use and value) given the ongoing and planned development in the area.

Improvement Priority #2 (shown as Connection #1 on the map)
Summary written by Kate Connolly
Overview
Connection #1 is the product of a NH Department of Transportation (NHDOT) grant which was
originally granted as an off‐road paved bike‐ped path connecting the north side of Mink Brook
from NH Route 120 to the Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center (DHMC). The final and present
version is two five‐foot bike lanes on NH Route 120 beginning in Hanover at the Co‐op
intersection and proceeding on NH Route 120/Lebanon St. until Medical Center Drive which it
enters and becomes two off‐road paved bike‐ped paths on each side of Medical Center Drive.
Pros
The route is a necessary one directly connecting the region's largest employers. A separated,
multi‐use path on the west side of NH Route 120 between Greensboro Road and Medical
Center Drive is possible in conjunction with the proposed local developments. More of the off‐
road portion may be extended along NH Route 120, a busy road, as bicycle safety within the on‐
road lanes is a continuing issue.
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Cons
The disadvantage of the present version is that the on‐road portion is not safe for or designated
for pedestrian use. However, a possible disadvantage to the creation of an off‐road path is that
they are not open in the winter unless enhanced plowing of bike‐ped lanes on Medical Center
Drive is instituted.
Conclusion
A summary of the evaluation is that the safety of the NH Route 120 portion should be improved
by the substitution of on off‐road alternative. The upgrading of Park St. will provide some
improvement as will an enhanced pedestrian crossing at NH Route 120/Greensboro Road.

Improvement Priority #3 (shown as Connection #2 on the map)
Summary written by Russ Hirschler
Overview
Early in the process the group discussed the DHMC to Centerra Park Corridor connection. Two
separate options were discussed:



Option A: An enhanced Lahaye Drive option that would make that stretch of road as
well as the crossing on NH Route 120 more bicycle and pedestrian friendly;
Option B: A bridge over NH Route 120 from the northern terminus of Mount Support
Road into Centerra Park.

Pros
The main access road between DHMC Campus and Mount Support Road currently has wide
striped bike lanes on it. This option would continue improved bike and ped access along Lahaye
Drive to the signalized crossing of NH Route 120 and connect to the sidewalk and road in
Centerra Park. While the option is not explicitly stated in municipal master plans or bike/ped
plans, it is fully in line with their goals. There do not seem to be any historical or cultural
impacts for the option, and the option is generally supported by the local governments and the
public.
Cons
In terms of connectivity, this option scored high in almost every screening criterion except for
enhancing access to students, low income, elderly, or disabled residents. This is primarily due to
the lack of schools nearby as well as no direct bus routes in the area. The option would also
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alleviate some safety issues although it would not completely remove users from high traffic
volumes.
Right of way for the project may be limited due to lack of additional roadbed to the north and
south of Lahaye Drive. Some environmental mitigation may be needed in the wetlands in order
to construct improvements. Funding may be an issue, as with almost all the projects screened,
but could fit into a future TE grant or other funding option.
Conclusion
The enhanced Lahaye Drive option outscored the bridge option and also scored 3rd overall of
all the routes screened. There is a possibility that the option could be implemented in
conjunction with the future improvements slated for Mount Support Road in the next 2 to 3
years.

Improvement Priority #4 (shown as Connection #7 on the map)
Summary written by David Brooks
Overview
This corridor would provide a bicycle/pedestrian connection between the
employment/residential areas of Heater Road (and points east) and Etna Road (and points
north) along the Labombard/North Labombard Road right‐of‐way. This route would allow
bicyclists/pedestrians to avoid travel on NH Route 120, which already is heavily congested at
peak times.
The Lebanon Planning Board’s recent approval of a hotel/conference center along this corridor
included requirements to physically connect Labombard and North Labombard roads, and to
provide a bicycle lane/shoulder along the road as well as a sidewalk segment along the property
frontage. The Working Group’s preferred Alternative #7 would be a separated shared
bicycle/pedestrian pathway.
Pros
The physical connection of Labombard and North Labombard roads by the private developer of
the hotel/conference center will make an on‐road option usable with no initial public expense.
This connection will allow pedestrians and bicyclists to avoid travel on or additional crossings of
NH Route 120 to go between Heater and Etna roads.
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Cons
The Working Group’s preferred alternative for a separated pathway is complicated by limited
right‐of‐way at the south end (near Heater Road) and by the extensive wetlands complex along
both sides of the north end (near Etna Road). A cantilevered/board‐walked pathway at the
north end might make these sections safer for cyclists and pedestrians.
Conclusion
The preferred off‐road Labombard/North Labombard Road Corridor ranks 4th out of the 10
alternatives evaluated by the Working Group. (The on‐road alternative ranks 6th.) The off‐road
alternative has the potential to provide greater safety for pedestrians and bicyclists than the
on‐road alternative, but is complicated by right‐of‐way and environmental constraints. In the
meantime, however, the on‐road Alternative #7 will be made usable by a private developer at
no cost to the City, immediately improving bicycle/pedestrian connectivity.

Improvement Priority #5 (shown as Connection #9 on the map)
Summary written by David Brooks
Overview
This potential commuter and/or recreational alternative would provide a bicycle/pedestrian
connection between Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center and the Sachem Village/NH Route 10
North/East Wilder area. Since the route does not follow an existing roadway, the exact
alignment could vary. Alternative #9 would necessitate a separated pathway and could follow
an existing power line corridor and/or the alignment of an existing City water main through the
area.
Pros
This route would provide direct access between the DHMC campus and Sachem Village area,
including the adjoining hiking trails on Indian Ridge, Campion rink and playing fields. The route
would also provide improved connections to existing and future pedestrian and bicycle
improvements along NH Route 10 toward Hanover and West Lebanon Village. The route could
significantly benefit employees of DHMC who live in the neighborhoods along NH Route 10.
Since both the power line corridor and the water main alignment already exist, portions of this
route may already be in use as part of an unofficial trail network.
Cons
Alternative #9 would cross over or wrap around the northern end of Indian Ridge, much of
which is permanently‐protected conservation land. Portions of Indian Ridge have been
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identified on the New Hampshire Fish & Game Wildlife Action Plan as important supporting
landscape for wildlife habitat as well as on the Lebanon Phase 2 Natural Resource Inventory
(2010) as highest in the number of co‐occurring resources. Both the power line corridor and the
water main alignment traverse steep and difficult terrain and construction of trail would be
costly to construct and maintain. Additional access along the existing easements would need to
be negotiated.
Conclusion
The East Wilder Corridor ranks 5th out of the 10 alternatives evaluated by the Committee and
scored particularly high in terms of “filling an identified gap” in the pedestrian/bicycle
infrastructure network. However, the alternative is complicated by the difficulty and potential
sensitivity of the terrain and the potential costs of construction and maintenance.
Improvement Priority #6 (shown as Connection #6 on the map)
Summary written by Nate Miller
Overview
Connection #6 is essentially a northerly extension of connection #5 (which was ranked the
Working Group’s top priority). This connection would provide a separated, multi‐use path
between Centerra Park and Greensboro Road on the east side of NH Route 120. As future
growth is planned in this area, including the proposed Centerra North Village outlined in the
Town of Hanover Master Plan, this route may emerge as a higher priority as new development
is proposed.
Pros
This route would provide efficient bicycle/pedestrian connections between neighborhoods (e.g.
Greensboro Road) and employers on the east side of NH Route 120 (e.g. Centerra Park). Similar
to their assessment of connection #5, the Working Group recognized the safety benefits of
separating bicycle/pedestrian traffic from vehicular traffic on the NH Route 120 Corridor. If
designed carefully, the proximity of this connection to existing NH Route 120 right‐of‐way
would limit environmental impact on undisturbed areas.
Cons
The Working Group recognized that developing an environmentally friendly crossing of Mink
Brook may be a challenge, and would certainly add to the cost of implementation. In addition,
right‐of‐way to construct a separated, multi‐use path is not yet available, but could be acquired
in a public‐private partnership with developers and landowners.
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Conclusion
While currently the #6 priority for implementation, this route may emerge as a higher priority
as identified growth areas along the east side of the NH Route 120 Corridor, like the proposed
Centerra North Village in Hanover, are ultimately developed.

Improvement Priority #7 (shown as Connection #8 on the map)
Summary written by Jonathan Edwards
Overview
This is a corridor entirely within Hanover, approximately 1.9 miles long, between the
intersections of NH Route 120 with Greensboro Road and Mink Brook on the west, to the
intersections of Great Hollow Road with Greensboro Road and Mink Brook on the east.
It is a key corridor in a potential regional bicycle and pedestrian commuting network, as it forms
the northerly segment of the core triangle that also includes the Etna/Great Hollow route on
the east and NH Route 120 on the west.
There are two basic options, each with its own peculiarities:
Option A, which follows Greensboro Road:
Pros
Greensboro Road (Option A) is a major automotive commuter route, relatively heavily
trafficked in the weekday AM and PM peak hours, though relatively lightly travelled at other
times. This alignment would utilize already disturbed land and would pose no significant
drainage problems, nor raise environmental issues.
Cons
The road, which is owned by the State and not by the Town, and is thus managed by the
NHDOT, sits on a right‐of‐way by prescription, and thus has indefinite but restricted confines
beyond the edges of road pavement. Thus, without comprehensive and expensive property
acquisitions to expand and make definite the right‐of‐way, there is no inherent room for
introducing sidewalks or widening the pavement for bike lanes. Recent estimates of such work
amount to $3.8‐million.
Conclusion
Option A received a rating of 45.8 (out of a possible maximum of 70) from the Working Group.
Option B, which follows Mink Brook, which in general parallels Greensboro Road to its south:
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There are two potential alignments:
o One runs generally along a sewer easement on the north side of the brook;
o The other goes along the south side of the brook at some remove from the bank.
Pros
This option would allow pedestrians and bicyclists to travel off‐road, at a safe remove from
automotive traffic.
Cons
The terms of the easement would need to be revised with the agreement of all relevant
property owners, because they do not admit of the easement being used for any purpose but
utilities. It is doubtful that full agreement could be reached because the easement runs through
several backyards and close to the rear of some houses, and could raise privacy and security
concerns.
The south‐of‐the‐brook alignment would be almost entirely through flood plain, and would
require at least two crossings with attendant waterbody buffer disturbance; recent studies
have shown significant habitat for wildlife dependent on access to the brook.
Conclusion
Option B received a rating of 43.1 (out of a possible maximum of 70) from the Working Group.
Improvement Priority #8 (shown as Connection #4 on the map)
Summary written by Nicole Cormen and David Brooks
Overview
This alternative would provide a bicycle/pedestrian connection between downtown Lebanon
and Etna Village via the road known as “Etna“ on the Lebanon side and “Great Hollow” on the
Hanover side. This road accesses many regional employers as well as the Dartmouth Coach bus
station, Lebanon High School, and medical/dental offices. It provides connections to nearby
banks, “Auto Row,” a regional truck stop, and other retail and service providers.
This alternative would likely focus on shoulder improvements, with the possibility of a
separated pathway in sections if adequate right‐of‐way exists or could be obtained.
Pros
The road itself already exists, and the community already uses it for commuting as well as for
exercise. This route has been designated as a State and regional bike route, although the
NHDOT recommends “advanced bicycle skills” due to current conditions. With high vehicular
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traffic volume, there is potential to improve bicycle/pedestrian safety. The Lebanon Planning
Board has required new developments to provide pedestrian facilities subject to a coordinated
plan acceptable to the NHDOT, so there is some potential for cost sharing by the private sector.
Cons
Etna/Great Hollow Road is narrow, especially along and north of the curve between Unifirst and
the NHDOT garage. The eastern frontage is quite rocky north of the Hanover town line. A major
wetland complex predates the development of the existing road and buildings, and few if any
sections exist where the road could be widened without significant environmental impacts. A
cantilevered/board‐walked pathway might make these sections safer for cyclists and
pedestrians.
Conclusion
The Etna/Great Hollow Road Corridor ranks 8th out of the 10 alternatives evaluated by the
Committee. Although there is potential for connectivity along this very active third leg of the
NH Route 120–Greensboro–Etna/Great Hollow triangle, the limited right‐of‐way and
environmental constraints make Alternative #4 substantially less feasible than most of the
other possible bicycle/pedestrian connections.
Similar to Greensboro Road, Etna/Great Hollow Road is owned by the State and not by the City
of Lebanon or Town of Hanover. The road is managed by the NHDOT, sits on a right‐of‐way by
prescription, and thus has indefinite but restricted confines beyond the edges of road
pavement. Without comprehensive and expensive property acquisitions to expand and make
definite the right‐of‐way, there is no inherent room for introducing sidewalks or widening the
pavement for bike lanes.

Improvement Priority #9 (shown as Connection #10 on the map)
Summary written by Paul Coats and Nicole Cormen
Overview
This potential commuter and/or recreational alternative would provide a bicycle/pedestrian
connection overland for the proposed Mascoma River Greenway/U.S. Route 4, Sachem Village,
and DHMC/NH Route 120. Along with NH Route 10 and Mount Support Road, these features
outline the periphery of Lebanon’s second‐largest undeveloped forest (3500+ acres). The
privately held “Landmark Lands,” owned by Dartmouth College, comprise most of this area,
which also includes the 439‐acre conserved Boston Lot/City Forest, owned by the City of
Lebanon.
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Alternative #10 would follow the existing regional powerline corridor that runs north‐south
across the western portion of the forest, along the east slope of Mount Lebanon (Crafts Hill).
Pros
The powerline already exists; people already use it as part of an unofficial trail network for
recreation as well as for commuting. A 2008 community trails forum and the resulting Blueprint
for Community Trails have identified this area for possible connectivity. Increased use is likely
to accompany the residential and employment growth around the periphery.
Cons
The Lebanon Phase 2 Natural Resources Inventory (2010) locates 21 of the City’s 74 “Significant
Ecological Areas” within this forest. There are rare plants; wildlife breeding/denning areas and
migration corridors; granite outcrops and boulders; and high stream/vernal pool density of
statewide significance. Even the existing powerline, which the Committee identified as the least
intrusive alignment for Alternative #10, crosses much steep, wet, and ledgy terrain. The 3‐ to 4‐
mile path would be costly to build and maintain. Public transportation already connects most of
the developed periphery using the current road network.
Conclusion
The Landmark Powerline Corridor ranks decisively last out of the 10 alternatives evaluated by
the Committee. The potential increase in commuters does not justify the ecological and
financial costs, especially given other more needed and more accessible bicycle/pedestrian
corridors.
Improvement Priority N/A (Connection #3 on the map) ‐ NOT SCREENED
Connection #3, providing improved bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure along Mount Support
Road in Lebanon, was not screened. These improvements are already being implemented in a
Capital Improvement Project funded and administered by the City of Lebanon.
The project, which will begin construction in the late summer/fall of 2011, includes:
 A full‐depth reconstruction of Mount Support Road from Old Etna Road to Lahaye Drive;
 Improved sidewalks on the east side of Mount Support Road from Old Etna Road to
Memorial Drive;
 Improved bicycling shoulders on both sides of Mount Support Road from Old Etna Road
to Memorial Drive;
 The development of a shared, multi‐use path on the east side of Mount Support Road
from Memorial Drive to Lahaye Drive.
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NH ROUTE 120 BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN PLAN- PRIORITIZATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Screened Priorities

Not Screened/Deferred

Priority Rank
Connection # (Shown on Map)
Connectivity
Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or
pedestrian access to major employers, retail businesses,
schools, community facilities, public services, or
recreation destinations?

#1
#5

#2
#1

#3
#2B

#4
#7B

#5
#9

#6
#6

#7
#8A

#8
#4

#9
#10

Average
Score

N/A
#3

N/A
#2A

N/A
#7A

N/A
#8B

4.5

4.1

4.8

4.3

4.5

4.9

4.0

4.4

3.5

4.3

N/A

4.6

4.3

4.1

Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or
pedestrian access to students, elderly, disabled, or lowincome residents?

2

3.9

3.1

4.3

3.1

2.6

2.8

1.7

2.1

2.8

N/A

3.3

3.7

3.0

3.9

3.9

4.8

3.2

2.5

2

3.9

3.4

2.6

3.4

N/A

1.3

3.2

3.0

Would the alternative formalize a bicycle or pedestrian
connection that is already used informally by the
community?
Would the alternative fill an identified "gap" in the existing
bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure network?

4.8

3.7

5

4.8

5.0

4.6

5.0

4.7

2.6

4.5

N/A

5

4.8

5.0

Would the alternative provide enhanced bicycle or
pedestrian access to local public transit?

4.2

3.6

4.8

3.7

3.1

3.3

3.6

3.7

1.8

3.5

N/A

4.4

3.7

4.0

Safety
Would the alternative improve a known safety issue?

4.7

4.8

4.4

5

3.1

4.8

4.2

5

2.1

4.2

N/A

4.9

4

4.4

Would the alternative separate bicycle or pedestrian
traffic from roads with high traffic volumes?

4.8

4.4

3.1

5

5

5

3.1

2

2.9

3.9

N/A

5

3.2

4.9

4

3.1

4

3

3.0

3.5

3.7

3

3

3.4

N/A

3

3

3.7

3.8

4.5

4

2.6

1.4

1.9

1.0

1

1.8

2.4

N/A

1.1

3.6

1.0

5

4.5

3.5

2

4.5

1

1.0

1

2.4

2.8

N/A

3.4

2

1.3

Planning Considerations
Is the alternative already identified in a community Master
Plan or local Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan?
Can the alternative be implemented in conjunction with an
existing infrastructure project?
Implementation
Is sufficient Right-of-Way available to construct the
alternative?
Could the alternative be implemented with minimal
environmental disturbance?

3.9

3.6

3.3

2

3.1

3.4

4.3

2.8

2.4

3.2

N/A

4.1

2.3

2.0

Would the alternative minimize impacts to historical or
cultural resources?

5

4.6

4.5

5

4.1

5

3.7

3

3.4

4.3

N/A

4.6

5

2.6

Is the alternative supported by community officials and
the general public in the City of Lebanon or Town of
Hanover?

5

4.4

3.7

3.7

4.0

3.6

3.8

2.8

3.5

3.8

N/A

3.9

3.7

2.4

Is the cost of the alternative reasonable given realistic
funding availability through a local Capital Improvement
Program, Transportation Enhancement grant, or other
funding source?
Total Score

3.5
59.1

4.2
57.3

3.3
56.3

3.8
52.4

3.5
49.9

2.8
48.4

1.7
45.8

2.9
41.4

1.5
35.6

3.0
49.6

N/A
N/A

3.3
51.9

4.1
50.6

1.7
43.1

